Intelligent Email Security

Powered by CROWDSOURCED INTELLIGENCE + MACHINE LEARNING
10+ Years of Stopping Email Security Threats

- **Pioneered** human email security
- **800M+** individual simulations (expanded to WhatsApp & SMS)
- **35M+** reporters
- Triage and Vision quarantine 10M+ messages a week
- **Significant traction for Protect, AI-powered API-based ICES solution**
- **Thousands of global customers**
- **25% of the Fortune 1000 trust Cofense**
• Orgs will spend $179b on cybersecurity this year\(^1\)

• 10,000+ employee orgs deploy 96 cybersecurity tools\(^2\)

• Technology alone can’t stop email attacks

1: 2022 Juniper Research  
2: Panaseer 2022 Security Leaders Peer Report
Legacy Email Security Vendors Don’t Stop Today’s Attacks

% of URL ATTACKS THAT REACH THE INBOX³ (Includes Credential and Malware Threats)

- Microsoft E3: 94%
- Microsoft E5: 40%
- Proofpoint: 49%
- Cisco: 61%
- Mimecast: 82%

³: 2022 Cofense Data
Cofense Sees Thousands of Threats Each Month that are Missed by Legacy Security Controls

Missed by Microsoft

Tactic: Link | Threat: Credential Phishing | SEG: Microsoft ATP

Missed by Proofpoint

Tactic: XXE Attachment | Threat: Remcos RAT | SEG: Proofpoint
Organizations need trained humans generating critical intelligence + ML technology fed in real-time to stop attacks.
35 MILLION+ HUMAN REPORTERS
Global Crowdsourced Intelligence
PROACTIVELY STOP ATTACKS

With Technology **Powered by Human Intelligence**

44,000%

Increase in emails automatically quarantined every month by Cofense.

Data captured over 18 months.
END-TO-END EMAIL SECURITY

BUILT TO STOP THREATS
Defend your organization with our complete suite of email security solutions.

**Identify**
- Find the Phish that Bypass Your SEG
- Crowd-Sourced Threat Intelligence from

**Protect**
- Automatically Remove Threats Missed by Existing Technology

**Detect**
- Simulation Training for Your Team
- Easily Report Suspected Threats
- Email Threat Analysis and Response

**Respond**
- Automated Organization-Wide Quarantine

**35+ MILLION REPORTERS**

Employee Inbox
Abuse Inbox
RECAP

- 40-50% of attacks are automatically identified and quarantined
- 35M+ global reporters, with 100k+ reporters added every week
- 50K+ emerging attacks identified monthly
- Triage operators find 800K+ threat indicators each day
- 88% of attacks stopped by Protect never seen before
- Full end-to-end intelligent email security solution
THANK YOU